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nsciouseco
live more, waste less

We're glad to see your efforts taken
towards sustainability. As we send you
our recycled plastic products details we
also thank you for thinking eco-
consciously.

We at Econscious™ believe that it's our
collective responsibility to lead towards
sustainability. We convert discarded
plastic into something innovative and
functional to give back to the
environment, by closing the loop and
keeping it circular.

Please have a look at some of our
recycled plastic gifting product range,
and let's start thinking,
talking and gifting eco-consciously 

Hello!
Greetings from Econscious™



Econscious™ is a brand that
supports circularity and
sustainability through the
motive of plastic recycling. 

All our products are handmade,
sourced locally, and made from
100 % recycled plastic.

Who we
are?

Our USP 100 %
recycled
plastic

products

 Beautiful
&

functional
products Custom

branding
on bulk

purchase

Circuclar
Economy 

Sustainable
Products

Reduced 
Carbon 
emission

nsciouseco



Hampers can be curated
with eco-friendly add-ons

seed 
paper 

notebook

Can be customized with
products of your choice

 
Custom branding & packaging
can be done

 Hampers

PACKAGING

recycled 
paper 
pencils

seed
paper
cards

Gst+freight will be charged extransciouseco



PACKAGING

Personalized
cards

nsciouseco

Seed paper
calender

Along with our recycled
plastic products, these
add-ons make this
hamper look beautiful
and complete

eco-friendly
packaging

recycled
plastic
products

Gst+freight will be charged extra

*Hamper prices vary as per our
recycled plastic product choices.

 Hampers



Beautiful marble pattern

SET OF 4 COASTERS
RECYCLES 200 GM OF PLASTIC
DIA - 10 CM
BRAND LOGO CUSTOMIZABLE

Stain & water Proof

These coasters are made from recycled plastic and
are perfect to give that quirky touch to the table. 

keep your table & environment clean
Coasters

freight will be charged extra

PACKAGING

nsciouseco



Beautiful Mixed
Colour Pattern

PACKAGING

nsciouseco

beauty with cause

 When these are placed on the table they not only
enhance the beauty but also make us eco- conscious.

RECYCLES 50 GM OF PLASTIC
VERY COMPACT 
HEIGHT & DIA - 7 CM
BRAND LOGO CUSTOMIZABLE

mini pots

freight will be charged extra

Perfect size 
for succulents

Each pot is unique in colour,
comes in multicolour options



can be used for bigger
plants

PACKAGING

nsciouseco

beauty with cause

Beautiful Mixed
Colour Pattern

RECYCLES 150 GM OF PLASTIC 
HEIGHT & DIA - 12 CM
BRAND LOGO CUSTOMIZABLE

pretty pots

Beautify your home or office with these cute pots.
These are pretty yet sturdy and do not break even

when mishandled.

Gst+freight will be charged extra



PACKAGING

nsciouseco

These pots are perfect for keeping your home &
office clean and purifying when you place indoor

plants inside them.

EACH POT RECYCLES 250 GM OF
PLASTIC
SHAPE - SQUARE
SIZE - 4X4 INCHES
LIGHTWEIGHT
BRAND LOGO CUSTOMIZABLE

adding beauty to your home office

Square Pots

Beautiful 
Ceramic look

Perfect for 
indoor plants

freight will be charged extra



Keep your visiting cards stacked neatly using our
visiting card holder with pen holders. Run a company

while making environment friendly choices

RECYCLES 50 GM OF PLASTIC 
BEAUTIFUL MIXED COLOUR 
VERY COMPACT 
HEIGHT & DIA - 10x8 cm 
BRAND LOGO CUSTOMIZABLE

Visiting Card
Holder
holding identity sustainably

freight will be charged extra

PACKAGING

nsciouseco

space to
keep pens

Holds visiting
cards beautifully



PACKAGING

nsciouseco

holding your phone & responsibilities
for environment

These phone holders definitely should be on your
work table. It holds your phone while you talk

limitlessly during your video chats.

RECYCLES 100 GM OF PLASTIC
BLACK & WHITE PATTERN
HOLDS YOUR PHONE WHILE YOUR
ONLINE MEETINGS
COMPACT
LIGHTWEIGHT
BRAND LOGO CUSTOMIZABLE

Phone holder

freight will be charged extra

Keep phone while
meetings/video calls



PACKAGING

nsciouseco

keeping memories close and
environment clean

These photo frame are unique, sleek and
beautiful to hold pictures or any cards

RECYCLES 200 GM OF PLASTIC
BLACK & WHITE PATTERN
COMPACT
LIGHTWEIGHT
BRAND LOGO CUSTOMIZABLE

Photo frame

freight will be charged extra

comes with glass test
tube vase



These cute mini pen stands are to remind you of
your eco- consciousness when placed on your

table. 

decluttering your table & environment

RECYCLES 50 GM OF PLASTIC
HEIGHT- 7 CM
LIGHTWEIGHT
BRAND LOGO CUSTOMIZABLE

Pen stand

Unique Colour
Pattern

Perfect for 
keeping your 
knick knacks

freight will be charged extra

PACKAGING

nsciouseco



 When these are placed on the table they not only
enhance the beauty but also organize our table

with eco- consciousness.

RECYCLES 250 GM OF PLASTIC 
BEAUTIFUL MARBLE PATTERN 
VERY LIGHTWEIGHT 
DIMENSIONS - 27x12 CM
BRAND LOGO CUSTOMIZABLE

Desk organizer
keeping your table organized

To keep and
organize pins

Slot for sticky notes

Space to keep
the phone

freight will be charged extra

PACKAGING

nsciouseco



 When these are placed on the table they not only
enhance the beauty but also organize our table

with eco- consciousness.

RECYCLES 250 GM OF PLASTIC
BEAUTIFUL MARBLE PATTERN
SHAPE- OVAL 
DIMENSION - 27x12 cm
BRAND LOGO CUSTOMIZABLE

Desk organizer
keeping your table organized

Tray structure 
to organize 
aesthetically

freight will be charged extra

PACKAGING

nsciouseco



PACKAGING

nsciouseco

These seed calenders are plantable and are
designed beautifully to keep you up to date with

eco-consciousness

comes with a variety of seeds
paper can be planted after the
month's end
Soak for 24 hours before planting

Seed calender
grow plants with time

Plantable
seed paper

freight will be charged extra



PACKAGING

Seed 
pens

nsciouseco

Seed paper
calender

seed paper
pocket
notepad

Seed paper
pencils

Gst+freight will be charged extra

Eco-
friendly
add ons

recycled
plastic pen
stand



New Delhi, 110036
+91 9268963830, 9582066095

team.econscious@gmail.com
www.econscious.co.in

Thank you, 
let's bring the
change together!

let 's get in touch to
custom design your
hamper

@econscious.india


